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Abstract In previous work, we defined a component oriented framework dedicated to the specification of embedded systems in the aeronautics domain. A component is defined as a formal entity with three internal layers together with a collection of models defined in domain-oriented views. A categorical framework has been proposed to provide a unified representation of the component calculus as well as the various formal models used for the analysis of the system. In this paper, we present an implementation of this categorical framework using the EXPRESS data modelling language. EXPRESS is used to give an operational representation of the formalisation, which is quite different from classical implementations of category theory based approaches.



1 Introduction Avionic systems are subject to multiple and drastic safety requirements, due to the criticality of their mission. Moreover, the current and ever growing complexity of such systems forces designers to resort to multiple domain oriented



views (such as Functional view, Real Time Performance view, Fault Tolerance view) for the development and validation of these systems. Each domain oriented view uses a specific formal technique adapted to the considered domain. The difficulty is then to build a synthetic representation of a system, its views and their interactions, to be able to express a global requirement and to formally validate such a requirement. In [2], we have proposed a component oriented framework that tries to answer these issues. A component is defined as a formal entity with three internal layers together with a collection of models defined in domain-oriented views. A categorical framework has been proposed to provide a unified representation of the component calculus as well as the various formal models used for the analysis of the system. In this paper, we present an implementation of this framework based on the EXPRESS language. EXPRESS is a formal data modelling language [10] and we propose to use it in order to operationnally encode components and composition. This automated tool support will enable the definition of a library of avionics components and thus greatly facilitate the design and management of avionics
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systems. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly presents the framework we have defined. The EXPRESS language is presented in section 3. Section 4 describes the different EXPRESS models developed. Section 5 concludes the paper.
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Figure 1. Components and composition, intuitive view.



2 A formal framework for the heterogeneous modelling of avionics systems 2.1
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Composition (fig.1(b)). On these components, a composition operation is defined. It produces a component C from two components C 1 and C2 , in two steps:



The Central Model



The vision of components and composition defined thereafter is directly inspired from the observation of common industrial practices[1]. The informal intuition and categorical formalization of these concepts are given in this section.



1. definition of the interaction hypotheses HI between C1 and C2 . HI usually consists of port mappings (both hardware and software), unions of sets of functions, function synchronizations, etc. performed during composition. 2. fusion of the two components into C ◦(HI, C1 , C2 ).



2.1.1 Intuition Components (fig.1(a)). A component, consists of three layers (A, E, F ). Each layer defines and holds the values of a number of attributes:



=



2.1.2 Formalization Components (fig.2(a)). The layers of a component are formally represented using a triple of signatures, each one defining a set of sorts and sorted attributes. A signature morphism h : sign1 → sign2 represents the embedding of a signature sign 1 in a bigger signature sign 2 . The morphism maps a sort s 2 = h(s1 ) ∈ sign2 to each sort s1 ∈ sign1 , and maps an attribute att 2 = h(att1 ) ∈ sign2 of sort h(s1 ) to each attribute att 1 ∈ sign1 of sort s1 . These signature morphisms allow representing the interlayer mappings using a pushout construct. The interaction hypotheses HAE and HEF are defined using two signatures and two pairs of morphisms, defining the sharing of sorts and attributes by the signatures A and E, and by the signatures E and F as shown on figure 2(a). The unique component signature of the component C is given by the colimit of the diagram formed by the signatures A, E, F , HAE and HEF and the two pairs of morphisms.



• the A layer holds attributes describing the hardware execution and communication resources of the component: performance attributes, fault probabilities, etc. • the E layers holds attributes describing the executive functions of the component: scheduling policy, context switching jitter, communication ports and protocols, etc. • the F layer holds attributes describing the avionics functions of the component: name of the function, number, type and range of input-output parameters, period or triggering condition, best case execution time bcet, worst case execution time wcet, etc. Static mappings of attributes between layers can be defined using interaction hypotheses H AE and HEF , representing for instance:



Composition (fig.2(b)). The notion of signature morphism is extended to the notion component signature morphisms, defined as 5-tuples of signature morphisms mapping A layers to A layers, E to E, F to F , H AE to HAE , HEF to HEF and satisfying additional coherence properties. Component composition is again represented using a pushout of component signatures construct. The interaction hypotheses HI are represented using a component signature C0 , which inner signatures hold the attributes and sorts



• at the A − E interface: allocation of hardware communication ports to a E-layer port; • at the E − F interface: allocation of E-layer ports to function parameters; • at the E − F interface: mapping of function names to entries of the scheduler process table. 2



that are going to be shared by the component signatures of C1 and C2 . Two component signature morphisms are defined between C0 and C1 , and between C0 and C2 . The signature of C is obtained by pushout on those morphisms, as shown on figure 2(b). A A
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3 The EXPRESS data modelling technique
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We will not describe these aspects in more detailed because the implementation will focus on the central model. The interested reader is referred to [2, 6].
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The EXPRESS language has been designed in the context of the STEP (STandard for the Exchange of Product model and data) international project which aims at describing formal models for exchanging product data. Moreover, this language can be used for the specification of several applications in computer science areas. This section focuses on the constructions we use in the reminder of the paper. More details about the definition of this language can be found in [4][10]. The EXPRESS language focuses on the definition of entities (types) which represent the objects (classes) we want to describe. EXPRESS is type oriented: entity types are defined at compile time and there is no concept of meta-class. Each entity is described by a set of characteristics called attributes. These attributes are characterized by a domain and constraints on these domains. An important aspect of these entities is that they are hierarchically structured allowing multiple inheritance as in several object oriented languages. This part of the specification describes the structural and the descriptive parts of the domain knowledge. On the other hand, it is possible to describe processes on the data defined in the entities by introducing functions and procedures. These functions are used to define constraints, pre-conditions and post-conditions on the data. They are also used to specify how the values of some properties may be derived from the values of other properties. This part of the specification describes the procedural part of the domain knowledge. Finally, in EXPRESS, entities (data) and functions (processes) are embedded in a structure called a SCHEMA. These schemes may reference each other allowing a kind of modularity and therefore specification in the large possibilities.
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Figure 2. Components et composition, formalization. The component signatures and their morphisms form the co-complete category Sign Comp .



2.2



Views



The central model holds the structural information of the system. The semantics of the components are defined in the different views which, although using heterogeneous formal techniques, are built on the common basis of the central model. The variety of formal techniques used in the different views can be dealt with in a uniform way through the concept of an institution [8, 7], which formalizes the notion of logical system. The main steps involved when introducing a view together with a formal technique T in the framework are summarized: 1. Step 1: for each new technique T , identify an institution able to represent it, and establish a formal connection between the technique semantics and the institution semantics; 2. Step 2: model the components in the view using the technique T ;



3.1



3. Step 3: define the signature-level constraints to be satisfied when embedding a component from the central model into the view;



Entity definition



IN EXPRESS, entities are defined in terms of attributes. Indeed, a set of attributes (may be an empty set) is assigned to each entity. Each attribute has a domain (where it takes its values) defining a data type. It can be either a simple domain (like integer, string ...) or a structured domain (like lists, sets, bags... hard encoded in EXPRESS) or an entity type meaning that an attribute is of type of another entity. We syntactically write:



4. Step 4: define the eventual synchronization relations between this institution and those already in the framework. The synchronization relations explicitely defines semantic coherence between heterogeneous views, allowing guaranteed properties from one view to become assumptions for another view, in support for compositional reasoning. 3



SCHEMA foo1; ENTITY A; att_A :INTEGER; INVERSE att_I : B FOR att_3 ; END_ENTITY; END_SCHEMA;



- \ character allows to access super-type, ENTITY B; att_1:REAL; att_2:LIST [0:?] OF STRING; att_3:A; END_ENTITY;



- and SIZEOF is an EXPRESS built-in function which gives the length of an aggregate data type. The derived (computed) attributes do not physically appear in the model (physical file).



Informally, the entity B has three attributes: an integer, a list of string and a pointer to another entity A which has only one integer attribute. att_I is an inverse attribute of entity A corresponding to the inverse link defined by attribute att_3 in entity B. Semantically, an entity has a model. In the EXPRESS community, the model is named a physical file. The model consists of a set of entity instances with explicit instance identity. The attribute values are either literal values of the EXPRESS simple or structured built-in types or references to other entity instances. Instead of entering into deep semantic details, we give an example of a model (physical file) which can be associated to the previous entity definitions. Let us consider a particular representation, named instance, of the entity B, where att_1 evaluates to 4, att_2 is the list ( ’hello’, ’bye’ ) and att_3 points the particular instance of the entity A where its att_A attribute evaluates to 3. Then, the model (physical file) associated to these particular instances of the entities A and B is described by



3.3



It is possible to limit the allowed population (elements) of the models to those instances that satisfy some stated constraints. They are introduced thanks to the WHERE clause of EXPRESS that provides for instance invariant, and to the global RULE clause that provides for model invariant. Let us assume that the allowed values for att_A are [1..10] and that exactly two instances shall have an attribute value 1, we may write(QUERY is a built-in iterator on class): ENTITY A ; att_A: integer; WHERE (SELF.att_A 
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